
My Leadership Journey: Poster Outline Form 

Photos of the poster should be read from left to right, in columns as well.   

 

Beginning 

● Sibling’s transfer to a different university kickstarted my journey (Photo I). 

● Tried out for TT, but didn’t make it. 

● Got an email talking about the BOLD Moves Leadership Challenge (Photo II). 

○ “Why not me?  What could possibly go wrong?” 

○ During the challenge, I met a ton of people who were just like me and wanted to 

lead. 

Middle 

● I didn’t realize leaders around me were in the same sorority as me--even though we 

were in the same pledge class, I didn’t know them until BOLD Moves (Photo III and IV). 

● Dr. Sternberg wanted a student worker, and I signed up, but I didn’t know where the 

journey would take me.   

● Turns out, I found my passion for behind the scenes work (Photo V). 

End 

● I had the chance to work on events behind the scenes with Dr. Sternberg, her GAs, 

faculty across campus, and student leaders as we helped kick start BOLD 

● Event planning/brainstorming taught me to communicate with others and collaborate 

with people who I’d never normally interact with 

● Successfully helped plan and implement the first student leadership retreat (Photo VII) in 

eighteen years 

● At the Campus Wide Leadership Awards, it drove me insane that I wasn’t involved as I 

wanted to be.  Working behind the scenes was a way of life for me, and I wanted to be 

all in.   

○ The ceremony was supposed to be a surprise for me, but I was recognized with 

the Bruin Award.   

○ Limited behind the scenes work to ensure surprise was successful.   

Conclusion 

Leadership doesn’t have to involve someone being out in the spotlight talking to people.  It is 

just as important to lead from behind the scenes and communicate with others to ensure 

everything runs smoothly.  If I didn’t have the chance to collaborate with faculty and students 

who I didn’t know before this experience, my junior year would have been boring for me.  Thank 

goodness I was challenged to be a leader by Dr. Sternberg and all of her crew members! 


